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Hello, friend! "
Welcome to this first issue of our distinctly photo-poetic 
adventures. Here, at the start of our journey through 
New Zealand, we take a look at the Coromandel 
Peninsula, as it lies drenched in sunlight.  "
Aurynn has made nine photographic vistas for you, and 
Matt’s prepared poetic responses to eight of them.  "
Our feature image in this issue is siblings - taken on the 
Long Bay kauri walk. The feature image, right in the 
middle of the issue, is a chance to pause, reflect, and 
rest beneath the majestic trees. "
To finish, we have a special treat from Wellington-based 
illustrator Giselle Clarkson, featuring our new favourite 
tiny crustacean. "
Thank you so much for your support in making this 
project a reality. We could not have done it without your 
help. "
We hope you enjoy Distinctly: Coromandel as much as 
we’ve enjoyed preparing it for you! "
Yours cheerfully, 
	 Aurynn & Matt. "
PS: if your friends are jealous and want their own copy, 
send them to http://distinctly.nz to order one "
PPS: if you sign up to the super-secret mailing list at 
http://distinctly.nz, you’ll get VIP early-bird access & 
behind-the-scenes goodies for Issue 2 :-) "
PPPS: you are awesome.
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shoulder R"
 

shoulders 
"
I climbed, relentless clambering 
towards the summit’s edifice, 
no choice or quarter given, see 
the valley deep was lacking light 
and oxygen, so scale I must 
the ancient giants’ shoulder heights; 
"
I pause 
 above that crushing place 
to watch a hawk on breeze careen, 
a world’s expanse, a sense of place, 
beneath a long white filigree 
is offered here, to newborn eyes 
a sea of green, a green blue sea - 
I turn, one breath, then trek below 
to break a path, so all can know.



fallen L"
 

fallen 
"
Here lies a punctuated dream 
 it’s terminus, a jagged seam 
and where it fell we placed a mark, 
 so small a plastic scarlet spark, 
to bare express our most sincere 
 condolences, until next year 
when we expect new flora sprouts, 
 new ecosystems, branching out, 
and then, at least, the fallen rise 
 to claim again a name, in time.



fallen R""



scars L""



scars R""

scars 
"
We scooped deep - 
like children given charge of 
the ice cream carton for 
the very first time, 
all innocent greed 
and animal hunger, oblivious 
to all else: 
 not warning in the looming shrouds 
 that carry storm and rain; 
 nor delight in blazing glory, 
 there painted just the same. 
 Not even the worried, falling frown, 
 our watchful elders all around. 
Oh, how deep we scoop, 
thinking naught of later regrets.



bloom L""



bloom R"
 

bloom "
So many moons 
 of labour focuss’d     
  on arcane heaps         
   of powdered fire;             
Stars and plumes, 
 their grim potential     
  tamed & turned         
   by bright desire.             
Yet effortless 
 the years produce     
  such lights to put         
   us all to shame;             
Starlight captured, 
 xylem flowing,     
  white bloombursts         
   sing surpassing flame.            



sentinel (double-spread, no poem) L""
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expanse "
It’s quite a thing, to walk alone 
on a barren mud, by choice; 
the sky uncomprehending, calls 
expecting, perhaps an effortless 
shrug of wings, catching and carrying. 
Mangrove fingers, mucky sticks 
nosing over sticky muck, 
beckon darkly, a nutrient longing - 
hungry portents, of a long game. 
And last, distant memories 
of ocean thunder, idly lick at 
near horizons; but when a path 
is chosen, it must be walked 
until, new choices elsewhere lead.



expanse R""
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isle "
There was this one 
time, as the orbital 
waltz prepared a new 
brine for the basting, and 
I abandoned my jandals 
"
to flee toward the carefree 
sands, exposed & soaking, 
the melting marks of prior 
feet a cooling ooze 
between my toes.



isle R""
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tiny "
Who else could be 
understood so poorly 
as a kindly crab? 
"
When welcome waving 
claws are seen as 
existential threat, to toes. 
"
And scuttling away to put 
the kettle on, projects 
a grave scenario of fear. 
"
But if we only paused 
and stopping, listened  
we might hear -  
"
“Table’s set with  
tiny scones - come in! - 
and there is elderberry jam.”



moonrise L"
 

moonrise "
That flaming orb 
- no, not sun's wrath 
or raging rays, but 
instead its counterpartner's 
mirror sheen: regolith by 
endless eons polished 
bright; and by that 
fine dust those photons, 
fresh from fusion forged, 
like blood reflected - 
rises through the wheeling 
sky, our paltry lamps still 
clustered close, by precious 
forest hills, as we yearn 
slowly for the coming dawn.



moonrise R""
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Special Thanks "
Amber - for hours of patient support 
Kris - for prodding us towards publication 
Jem Yoshioka - for an awesome Tiny Crab sticker . . (http://jemshed.com)                            
Pinky Fang - for our rad stretch-goal Tiny Crab sticker . (http://pinkyfang.co.nz)                      
Kat Jenkins - for generous & wise crowdfunding advice . (http://multitude.co.nz)                     
Anna from PledgeMe - for encouragement & such a cool platform (http://pledgeme.co.nz)     
Jen from PledgeMe - for advice & help at weird times of day "
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